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ABSTRACT

1

An e�ective email search engine can facilitate users’ search tasks
and improve their communication e�ciency. Users could have varied preferences on various ranking signals of an email, such as
relevance and recency based on their tasks at hand and even their
jobs. Thus a uniform matching pattern is not optimal for all users.
Instead, an e�ective email ranker should conduct personalized ranking by taking users’ characteristics into account. Existing studies
have explored user characteristics from various angles to make
email search results personalized. However, little attention has
been given to users’ search history for characterizing users. Although users’ historical behaviors have been shown to be bene�cial
as context in Web search, their e�ect in email search has not been
studied and remains unknown. Given these observations, we propose to leverage user search history as query context to characterize
users and build a context-aware ranking model for email search. In
contrast to previous context-dependent ranking techniques that are
based on raw texts, we use ranking features in the search history.
This frees us from potential privacy leakage while giving a better
generalization power to unseen users. Accordingly, we propose
a context-dependent neural ranking model (CNRM) that encodes
the ranking features in users’ search history as query context and
show that it can signi�cantly outperform the baseline neural model
without using the context. We also investigate the bene�t of the
query context vectors obtained from CNRM on the state-of-the-art
learning-to-rank model LambdaMart by clustering the vectors and
incorporating the cluster information. Experimental results show
that signi�cantly better results can be achieved on LambdaMart as
well, indicating that the query clusters can characterize di�erent
users and e�ectively turn the ranking model personalized.

Email has long been an indispensable way for both business and
personal communication in our daily life. As email storage quotas become large due to cheap data storage, users do not feel the
need to delete emails and let their mailboxes keep growing [9, 20].
Therefore, an e�ective email search engine is quite important to
support users’ search needs and facilitate users’ daily life.
In email search, users could have varied preferences on email’s
various ranking signals such as relevance, recency, and other email
properties due to their primary purposes of the accounts and their
occupation. For instance, commercial users (the employees of a
company that uses the email service) and consumer users (individual email service users) could have signi�cantly di�erent preferred
email properties, such as the length of the email threads and the
number of recipients and attachments. While it can be known explicitly whether a user is commercial or consumer, other implicit
user cohorts also exist for whom di�erent aspects of emails matter
more for ranking. For example, in contrast to engineers, it is more
likely that the emails salespeople want to re-�nd have them as
senders rather than as recipients. Users who organize their mailboxes more often could prefer recency than relevance since they can
search inside a speci�c folder that already satis�es some �ltering
conditions. Hence, it could improve search quality by identifying
diversi�ed implicit user cohorts as query context and conducting
personalized ranking accordingly.
Existing work has explored various types of user information to
provide personalized email search results. Zamani et al. [38] leverage the situational context of a query such as geographical (e.g.,
country, language) and temporal (e.g., weekday, hour) features to
characterize users. Weerkamp et al. [34] used users’ email threads
and mailing lists as contextual information to expand queries. Kuzi
et al. [15] trained local word embeddings with the content of each
user’s mailbox and used the nearest neighbors of the query terms
in the embedding space as the query context. Shen et al. [27] collected the frequent n-grams of the results retrieved from the user’s
mailbox with a decent initial ranker, based on which the query is
clustered, and the cluster information can be considered as context
for conducting adaptive ranking.
Despite the extensive studies on exploring user characteristics for
personalized email search, little attention has been paid to characterizing users with their search history. Leveraging users’ historical
click-through data as context has been shown to be bene�cial in
Web search [6, 13, 17, 21, 28, 31, 35, 36]. However, the e�ect of incorporating users’ historical behaviors in email search has not been
studied and remains unknown. There are substantial di�erences
between email search and Web search. To name a few, �rst, email
search can only be conducted on users’ personal corpus instead of
a shared public corpus, and the target is usually to re-�nd a known
item; second, email content cannot be exposed to third parties due
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to privacy concern, which makes it hard to investigate and analyze
ranking models; third, in email search logs, cross interactions with
the same item from di�erent users do not exist and search queries
may be hard to generalize across users since they are personal and
pertain to their particular email content. Due to the di�erences mentioned above, it is valuable to investigate the bene�t of using user
search history as context for email search, and it is also challenging
to incorporate this information e�ectively.
In this paper, we study the e�ect of characterizing users with
their search history as query context in personalized email search.
As far as we know, this is the �rst work in this direction. We construct the context from user history grounded on ranking features
instead of raw texts as previous context-aware ranking models do.
These numerical features free us from potential privacy leakage
present in a neural model trained with raw texts while having better
generalization capabilities to unseen users. They can also capture
users’ characteristics from a di�erent perspective compared with
their semantic intents indicated by the terms or n-grams in their
click-through data. Based on both neural models and the prevailing state-of-the-art learning-to-rank model - LambdaMart [8], we
investigate the query context obtained from the ranking features
in the user search history. Speci�cally, we propose a neural baseline ranking model based on the numerical ranking features and a
context-dependent neural ranking model (CNRM) that encodes the
ranking features of users’ historical queries and their associated
clicked documents as query context. We further cluster each query
context vector learned from CNRM to reveal hidden user cohorts
that are captured in users’ search behaviors. To examine the effectiveness of using the learned user cohorts, we then incorporate
the cluster information into the LambdaMart model. Experimental
results show that the query context helps improve the ranking
performance on both neural models and LambdaMart models.
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) we propose a context-dependent neural ranking model (CNRM)
to incorporate the query context encoded from numerical features
extracted from users’ search history to characterize potential different matching patterns for diversi�ed user groups; 2) we conduct
a thorough evaluation of CNRM on the data constructed from the
search logs of one of the world’s largest email search engines and
show that CNRM can outperform the baseline neural model without
context signi�cantly; 3) we cluster the query context vectors and
incorporate the query cluster information with LambdaMart and
produce signi�cantly better ranking performance; 4) we analyze
the information carried in the query context vectors, the feature
weight distribution of the query clusters in the LambdaMart model,
and users’ distribution in terms of their query clusters.

2

RELATED WORK

Our paper is directly related to two threads of work: email search
and context-aware ranking in web search.
Email Search. There have been limited existing studies on email
search, probably due to the lack of publicly available email data,
which is too private and sensitive to expose. The TREC Enterprise
track dataset [11, 29] is an exception. The dataset contains about
200k email messages crawled from the W3C public mailing list

archive 1 and 150 <query, document-id> pairs for email re-�nding
tasks. Earlier studies on email search are mainly based on this
dataset. Macdonald and Ounis [19] proposed a �eld-based weighting model that can combine Web features with email features and
investigated where �eld evidence should be used or not. Craswell
et al. [12] scored email messages based on their multi-�eld with the
BM25f formula [26]. Ogilvie and Callan [23] combined evidence
from the subject, content of an email, the thread the email occurs
in, and the content in the emails that are in reply to the email
with a language model approach. Yahyaei and Monz [37] conducted
maximum entropy modeling to estimate feature weights in knownitem email retrieval. Weerkamp et al. [34] studied to improve email
search quality by expanding queries with information sources such
as threads and mailing lists.
Some research also uses two other datasets to study email search
which are Enron 2 and PALIN 3 [1, 7]. Enron is an enterprise email
corpus that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission released
after the Enron investigation. PALIN is the personal email corpus of
the former Alaskan governor Sarah Palin. Both of them do not have
queries or relevance judgments of emails. AbdelRahman et al. [1]
generated 300 synthetic queries for Enron using topic words related
to Enron and estimate email relevance by three judges according to
given guidelines. Bhole and Udupa [7] conducted misspelling query
correction on queries constructed by volunteers for both Enron
and PALIN. Similar to the W3C TREC dataset, they are far from
real scenarios as the queries, and the relevance judgments do not
originate from the mailbox owners.
In recent years, more studies have been conducted with real
queries and judgments derived from users’ interactions with the
results in the context of large Web email services. Some work has
studied the e�ect of displaying results ranked based on relevance or
recency [9, 10, 25]. Carmel et al. [9] followed a two-phase ranking
scheme where in the �rst stage recall is emphasized based on exact
or partial term matching, and in the second stage, a learning-to-rank
(LTR) model is used to balance the relevance and recency for ranking. This way outperforms the widely adopted time-based ranking
by a large margin. Aware that users still prefer chronological order
and not all of them accept ranking by relevance, Ramarao et al.
[25] designed a system called InLook that has an intent panel that
shows three results based on relevance as well as a recency panel
that shows the rest results based on recency. They further studied
the bene�t of each part of the system. Carmel et al. [10] proposed
to combine h relevance results and k-h time-sorted results in a �xed
display window of size k. Then they investigated the performance
of allowing or forbidding duplication in the two sets of results and
using a �xed or variable h. Mackenzie et al. [20] observed that
time-based ranking begins to fail as email age increases, suggesting
that hybrid ranking approaches with both relevance-based rankers
and the traditional time-based rankers could be a better choice.
Nowadays, most email service providers have adopted the strategy
of two separate panels for relevance and recency based results and
allowing duplicates.
E�orts have also been made to improve the search quality of
relevance-based results for the relevance panel. Aberdeen et al.
1 lists.w3.org

2 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/

3 https://ropercenter.cornell.edu/ipoll/study/31086601
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[2] exploited social features that capture the degree of interaction
between the sender and the recipient for search in Gmail Priority
Inbox. Bendersky et al. [5] proposed an attribution parameterization method that uses the click-through rate of frequent n-grams of
queries and documents for email ranking. Kuzi et al. [15] studied
query expansion methods for email search by using a translation
model based on clicked messages, �nding neighbor terms based
on word embedding models trained with each user’s mailbox, and
extracting terms from top-ranked results in the initial retrieval
with pseudo relevance feedback techniques. Li et al. [16] proposed
a multi-view embedding based synonym extraction method to expand queries for email search. Zamani et al. [38] incorporated the
situational context such as geographical (country, language) and
temporal (weekday, hour) features to facilitate personal search.
Shen et al. [27] clustered queries based on the frequent n-grams of
results retrieved with a baseline ranker and then used the query
cluster information as an auxiliary objective in multi-task learning.
There has also been research that studies how to combine sparse
and dense features in a uni�ed model e�ectively [22], combine
textual information from queries and documents with other side
information to conduct e�ective and e�cient learning to rank [24],
and transfer models learned from one domain to another in email
search [30].
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous work
on characterizing di�erent users’ preferred ranking signals with
users’ search history as query context and letting the ranking model
adapt to the context, especially based on numerical features rather
than terms or n-grams of the queries and email documents as most
previous work uses.
Context-aware Ranking in Web Search. Context-aware ranking has been explored extensively in Web search, which is usually
based on users’ long or short-term search history [6, 13, 17, 18,
21, 28, 31, 35, 36]. Short-term search history includes the queries
issued in the current search session and their associated clicked
results. Shen et al. [28] proposed a context-aware language modeling approach that can extract expansion terms based on short-term
search history and showed the e�ectiveness of the model on TREC
collections. Afterward, some studies also focused on leveraging
users’ short-term history as context, especially their clicked documents [17, 31, 35, 36]. Long-term search history is not limited to the
search behaviors in the current session and can include more users’
historical information. It is often used for search personalization
[6, 13, 21].
Although we also leverage users’ search history to characterize
users, we focus on di�erentiating the importance of various ranking
signals for di�erent users rather than re�ning the semantic intent of
a user query with long or short-term context as in Web search. More
importantly, we aim to study the e�ectiveness of search history in
the context of email search, which is signi�cantly di�erent from
Web search in terms of privacy concerns and the property of search
logs.

3

METHOD

In this section, we �rst describe the problem formulation and available ranking features. Then we propose two neural models, a) a
vanilla neural ranking model without using context (NRM) and b)
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Table 1: Representative Features in Personal Email Search.
Note that no word or n-gram information is available.
Feature Group
query-level
document-level
q-d matching

Type

Notation Examples

discrete

D
FQ

query language, user type

C
continuous F Q
D
discrete
FD

IDF of query terms
�agged, read, meta-�eld length

C
continuous F Q
D

BM25, language model scores

C
continuous F D

recency, email length

a context-dependent neural ranking model (CNRM) that encodes
users’ historical behaviors as query context. Afterward, we introduce how we optimize these neural models. At last, we illustrate
how to incorporate the query context information with LambdarMart models.

3.1

Background and Problem Formulation

Let q be a query issued by user uq , D be the set of candidate documents 4 for q which can be obtained from the retrieval model at an
early stage. D consists of user uq ’s clicked documents D + and the
other competing documents D , i.e., D = D + [ D . The objective
of email ranking is to promote D + to the top so that users can �nd
their target documents as soon as possible.
Email Ranking Features. For any document d 2 D, three
groups of features are extracted from a speci�cally designed privacypreserved system. Table 1 shows some representative features of
each group. (i) Query-level features FQ (q) indicate properties of a
user’s query and the user’s mailbox, such as a user type representing whether uq is a consumer (general public) or a commercial user
(employee of a commercial company to which the email service is
provided). FQ can be further divided to discrete features FQD and

continuous features FQC , i.e., FQ (q) = FQD (q)[FQC (q). (ii) Documentlevel features F D (d ) characterize properties of d such as its recency
and size, independent of q. F D also consists of discrete F DD and
continuous features F DC , i.e., F D (d ) = F DD (d ) [ F DC (d ). (iii) querydocument (q-d) matching features FQ D (q, d ) measure how d matches
the query q in terms of overall and each �eld in an email, such as
“to” or “cc”list, and subject. The q-d matching features FQ D (q, d ) are
all considered as continuous features, i.e., FQ D (q, d ) = FQCD (q, d ).
The score of d given q can be computed based on FQ (q), F D (d ),
and FQ D (q, d ). To protect user privacy, raw text of queries and
documents are not available during our investigation.
User Search History. When we further consider user behavior history for the current query q 0 issued by uq0 , more information is available to rank documents in the candidate set D 0 . Let
(qk , qk 1 , · · · , q 1 ) be the recent k queries issued by uq0 before q 0
and (D k+ , D k+ 1 , · · · , D 1+ ) be their associated relevant documents.
The features of the user’s historical positive q-d pairs are used to
identify the user’s matching patterns and facilitate the ranking for
q0 .
4 We

will use document and email interchangeably in this paper.
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<latexit sha1_base64="GW52adFtv3YGUdBUiSQuRKYq1ww=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtgh6LevBYwX5Iu5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy7K/w4kERr/4cb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dlo4SRWiTRDxSnQBrypmkTcMMp51YUSwCTtvB+Hrqt5+o0iyS92YSU1/goWQhI9hY6WH0mHpZP73J+uWKW3VnQMvEy0kFcjT65a/eICKJoNIQjrXuem5s/BQrwwinWamXaBpjMsZD2rVUYkG1n84OztCJVQYojJQtadBM/T2RYqH1RAS2U2Az0oveVPzP6yYmvPRTJuPEUEnmi8KEIxOh6fdowBQlhk8swUQxeysiI6wwMTajkg3BW3x5mbRqVe+sWrs7r9Sv8jiKcATHcAoeXEAdbqEBTSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gDEdZBi</latexit>

hkQD1

hkQD

q-d matching

…

1

<latexit sha1_base64="8DZctvRQ5KqwhWWLz5NuWfUrufA=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi2W3FfRY1IPHCvZD2rVk02wbmmSXJCuUpb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPmjpKFKENEvFItQOsKWeSNgwznLZjRbEIOG0Fo+up33qiSrNI3ptxTH2BB5KFjGBjpYfhYzo68ya9m16x5JbdGdAy8TJSggz1XvGr249IIqg0hGOtO54bGz/FyjDC6aTQTTSNMRnhAe1YKrGg2k9nB0/QiVX6KIyULWnQTP09kWKh9VgEtlNgM9SL3lT8z+skJrz0UybjxFBJ5ovChCMToen3qM8UJYaPLcFEMXsrIkOsMDE2o4INwVt8eZk0K2WvWq7cnZdqV1kceTiCYzgFDy6gBrdQhwYQEPAMr/DmKOfFeXc+5q05J5s5hD9wPn8AMmyQAg==</latexit>

i

<latexit sha1_base64="gE8U1qn0O1438152pwVIu5ytQLM=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQY9BLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZh/OzCphyX948aCIV//Fm3/jZLMHTSxouqjqZnrKiwVX2ra/rcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oqSiRDJssEpHseFSh4CE2NdcCO7FEGngC2974eua3H1EqHoV3ehKjG9BhyH3OqDbSvdMT+EA4ydq4X67YVTsDWSZOTiqQo9Evf/UGEUsCDDUTVKmuY8faTanUnAmclnqJwpiyMR1i19CQBqjcNLt6Sk6MMiB+JE2FmmTq742UBkpNAs9MBlSP1KI3E//zuon2L92Uh3GiMWTzh/xEEB2RWQRkwCUyLSaGUCa5uZWwEZWUaRNUyYTgLH55mbRqVeesWrs9r9Sv8jiKcATHcAoOXEAdbqABTWAg4Rle4c16sl6sd+tjPlqw8p1D+APr8wc0CpGr</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7cTvqIOhandnjf1/0BFK2w7QV/U=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtgh6LXjy2YD+kXUs2zbahSXZJskJZ9ld48aCIV3+ON/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW0eJIrRFIh6pboA15UzSlmGG026sKBYBp51gcjvzO09UaRbJezONqS/wSLKQEWys9DB+TN1skDazQbniVt050CrxclKBHI1B+as/jEgiqDSEY617nhsbP8XKMMJpVuonmsaYTPCI9iyVWFDtp/ODM3RmlSEKI2VLGjRXf0+kWGg9FYHtFNiM9bI3E//zeokJr/2UyTgxVJLFojDhyERo9j0aMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjM2oZEPwll9eJe1a1buo1pqXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgBQQEPMMrvDnKeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH9atkG4=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PpcLPlg0bNOWD/MMKyLfmzAUroE=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtgh6LXjy2YD+kXUs2zbahSXZJskJZ9ld48aCIV3+ON/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW0eJIrRFIh6pboA15UzSlmGG026sKBYBp51gcjvzO09UaRbJezONqS/wSLKQEWys9DB+TL1skDazQbniVt050CrxclKBHI1B+as/jEgiqDSEY617nhsbP8XKMMJpVuonmsaYTPCI9iyVWFDtp/ODM3RmlSEKI2VLGjRXf0+kWGg9FYHtFNiM9bI3E//zeokJr/2UyTgxVJLFojDhyERo9j0aMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjM2oZEPwll9eJe1a1buo1pqXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgBQQEPMMrvDnKeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH9g2kG8=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1SCJC/713KcTuqw3/Xv97mJE4/0=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi2W3FfRY9OKxBfsh7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0l/hxYMiXv053vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLR0litAmiXikOgHWlDNJm4YZTjuxolgEnLaD8e3Mbz9RpVkk780kpr7AQ8lCRrCx0sPoMR1feNN+o18suWV3DrRKvIyUIEO9X/zqDSKSCCoN4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOi30Ek1jTMZ4SLuWSiyo9tP5wVN0ZpUBCiNlSxo0V39PpFhoPRGB7RTYjPSyNxP/87qJCa/9lMk4MVSSxaIw4chEaPY9GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNqGBD8JZfXiWtStmrliuNy1LtJosjDydwCufgwRXU4A7q0AQCAp7hFd4c5bw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w9GIJAP</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pQ4QYkwJrxtjuCqsUUvjXAO1ivU=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARKkJJqqAboWgXLivYB7RpmEwn7dDJJMxMhBK78FfcuFDErb/hzr9x0mahrQcu93DOvcyd40WMSmVZ30ZuaXlldS2/XtjY3NreMXf3mjKMBSYNHLJQtD0kCaOcNBRVjLQjQVDgMdLyRjep33ogQtKQ36txRJwADTj1KUZKS655MOxRN6lN4BUcpr1U65269MQ1i1bZmgIuEjsjRZCh7ppf3X6I44BwhRmSsmNbkXISJBTFjEwK3ViSCOERGpCOphwFRDrJ9P4JPNZKH/qh0MUVnKq/NxIUSDkOPD0ZIDWU814q/ud1YuVfOgnlUawIx7OH/JhBFcI0DNingmDFxpogLKi+FeIhEggrHVlBh2DPf3mRNCtl+6xcuTsvVq+zOPLgEByBErDBBaiCW1AHDYDBI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjYzaaM7KdffAHxucP5/+Uuw==</latexit>

hiQD = hQD (qi , Di+ )

<latexit sha1_base64="TuTTH1e41dzgG+lck2U0xFmu/5Q=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DGoB48JmAcka5iddJIhs7PrzKwQlvyEFw+KePV3vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+Oyura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwoaNEMayzSESqFVCNgkusG24EtmKFNAwENoPRzdRvPqHSPJL3ZhyjH9KB5H3OqLFSa/jgdtPa7aRbKLoldwayTLyMFCFDtVv46vQiloQoDRNU67bnxsZPqTKcCZzkO4nGmLIRHWDbUklD1H46u3dCTq3SI/1I2ZKGzNTfEykNtR6Hge0MqRnqRW8q/ue1E9O/8lMu48SgZPNF/UQQE5Hp86THFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZG1HehuAtvrxMGuWSd14q1y6KlessjhwcwwmcgQeXUIE7qEIdGAh4hld4cx6dF+fd+Zi3rjjZzBH8gfP5A5yvj7A=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rgP4MndsOPNLI77IWJ7Ddg8KuCk=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KrtV0GNRDx5bsB/YriWbZtvQJLskWaEs+y+8eFDEq//Gm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhS0eJIrRJIh6pToA15UzSpmGG006sKBYBp+1gfDP1209UaRbJezOJqS/wULKQEWys9DB6TL2snzZus36p7FbcGdAy8XJShhz1fumrN4hIIqg0hGOtu54bGz/FyjDCaVbsJZrGmIzxkHYtlVhQ7aezizN0apUBCiNlSxo0U39PpFhoPRGB7RTYjPSiNxX/87qJCa/8lMk4MVSS+aIw4chEaPo+GjBFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIwNqWhD8BZfXiatasU7r1QbF+XadR5HAY7hBM7Ag0uowR3UoQkEJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz9np5C9</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ElM7wDql2vRU1rOWsPZS51Yq9Ls=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4sexWQY9FPXhswX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy7N/w4kERr/4Zb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHLR0litAmiXikOgHWlDNJm4YZTjuxolgEnLaD8e3Ubz9RpVkkH8wkpr7AQ8lCRrCxUm/0mI7PvayfNu6yfqnsVtwZ0DLxclKGHPV+6as3iEgiqDSEY627nhsbP8XKMMJpVuwlmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp7ObM3RqlQEKI2VLGjRTf0+kWGg9EYHtFNiM9KI3Ff/zuokJr/2UyTgxVJL5ojDhyERoGgAaMEWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjI2paEPwFl9eJq1qxbuoVBuX5dpNHkcBjuEEzsCDK6jBPdShCQRieIZXeHMS58V5dz7mrStOPnMEf+B8/gCfGZFp</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ctS/Y6KX5IxCEu5gru/rdQylIfk=">AAACBXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepSF4NFqCglqYJuhKJduGzBXqBNw2Q6MUMnF2cmQgnduPFV3LhQxK3v4M63cZpmoa0/DHz85xzOnN+JGBXSML613MLi0vJKfrWwtr6xuaVv77REGHNMmjhkIe84SBBGA9KUVDLSiThBvsNI2xleT+rtB8IFDYNbOYqI5aO7gLoUI6ksW9/3+tROGrUxvIReCqV7m57U+sc2PbL1olE2UsF5MDMogkx1W//qDUIc+ySQmCEhuqYRSStBXFLMyLjQiwWJEB6iO9JVGCCfCCtJrxjDQ+UMoBty9QIJU/f3RIJ8IUa+ozp9JD0xW5uY/9W6sXQvrIQGUSxJgKeL3JhBGcJJJHBAOcGSjRQgzKn6K8Qe4ghLFVxBhWDOnjwPrUrZPC1XGmfF6lUWRx7sgQNQAiY4B1VwA+qgCTB4BM/gFbxpT9qL9q59TFtzWjazC/5I+/wBDFeW/g==</latexit>

self-attention

self-attention

self-attention

q0

self-attention

o1
+

h0Q
+

o0

E1

E0

oi = o(qi , Di+ )
<latexit sha1_base64="HHz1XTZPgQbxG4HkxbVpYErOIDE=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vsS7dBItQUcpMFXQjFHXhsoJ9QDsdMmnahmaSMcmIZeivuHGhiFt/xJ1/Y9rOQlsPXDiccy/33hNEjCrtON9WZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3rF383UlYolJDQsmZDNAijDKSU1TzUgzkgSFASONYHg98RuPRCoq+L0eRcQLUZ/THsVIG8m386JD4SUUxQefntx0jn165NsFp+RMAReJm5ICSFH17a92V+A4JFxjhpRquU6kvQRJTTEj41w7ViRCeIj6pGUoRyFRXjK9fQwPjdKFPSFNcQ2n6u+JBIVKjcLAdIZID9S8NxH/81qx7l14CeVRrAnHs0W9mEEt4CQI2KWSYM1GhiAsqbkV4gGSCGsTV86E4M6/vEjq5ZJ7WirfnRUqV2kcWbAPDkARuOAcVMAtqIIawOAJPINX8GaNrRfr3fqYtWasdGYP/IH1+QOHJpLQ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="q2caZ2IDFqyYjSdGSku7a55qoZo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGi/YA2lM120y7dbOLuRCihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LRzdRvPXFtRKwecJxwP6IDJULBKFrp/rHn9kplt+LOQJaJl5My5Kj3Sl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySbGbGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOiGnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8MrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2naEPwFl9eJs1qxTuvVO8uyrXrPI4CHMMJnIEHl1CDW6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AEA0I2c</latexit>

ok
+

ok
+

Ek

Ek

<latexit sha1_base64="s0joyUWwsT+PTpv4AbsCcf/L4Pc=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8ld0q6LHoxWNF+wHtWrJptg3NJkuSFcrSn+DFgyJe/UXe/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFieDGet43WlldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4dNo1JNWYMqoXQ7JIYJLlnDcitYO9GMxKFgrXB0M/VbT0wbruSDHScsiMlA8ohTYp10rx5HvVLZq3gz4GXi56QMOeq90le3r2gaM2mpIMZ0fC+xQUa05VSwSbGbGpYQOiID1nFUkpiZIJudOsGnTunjSGlX0uKZ+nsiI7Ex4zh0nTGxQ7PoTcX/vE5qo6sg4zJJLZN0vihKBbYKT//Gfa4ZtWLsCKGau1sxHRJNqHXpFF0I/uLLy6RZrfjnlerdRbl2ncdRgGM4gTPw4RJqcAt1aACFATzDK7whgV7QO/qYt66gfOYI/gB9/gBVq43U</latexit>

position embeddings

1

…

<latexit sha1_base64="/A7PVmPplsQ5M2LtWTnOjnVAuvU=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi2W3FfRY9OKxgv2Adi3ZNNuGzSZLkhXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbS1TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyzDDaTdRFMcBp50gup35nSeqNJPiwUwS6sd4JFjICDZW6sjHLLrwpoNyxa26c6BV4uWkAjmag/JXfyhJGlNhCMda9zw3MX6GlWGE02mpn2qaYBLhEe1ZKnBMtZ/Nz52iM6sMUSiVLWHQXP09keFY60kc2M4Ym7Fe9mbif14vNeG1nzGRpIYKslgUphwZiWa/oyFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIyxwsTYhEo2BG/55VXSrlW9erV2f1lp3ORxFOEETuEcPLiCBtxBE1pAIIJneIU3J3FenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MH9rmPUg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pxegFrxT1bZL62/ZbCSKo0yZeWo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRV0GNRBI8V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7dRvPaHSPJaPZpygH9GB5CFn1FipddfLRufepFcquxV3BrJMvJyUIUe9V/rq9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnBS7qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY7d0JOrdInYaxsSUNm6u+JjEZaj6PAdkbUDPWiNxX/8zqpCa/9jMskNSjZfFGYCmJiMv2d9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmMTKtoQvMWXl0mzWvEuKtWHy3LtJo+jAMdwAmfgwRXU4B7q0AAGI3iGV3hzEufFeXc+5q0rTj5zBH/gfP4At56PKQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="A+FnQ3XYMcNuK63PkIuykt/LKa0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiCB4rmLbQhrLZTtulm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRU8epYuizWMSqHVKNgkv0DTcC24lCGoUCW+H4dua3nlBpHstHM0kwiOhQ8gFn1FjJv+tl42mvXHGr7hxklXg5qUCORq/81e3HLI1QGiao1h3PTUyQUWU4EzgtdVONCWVjOsSOpZJGqINsfuyUnFmlTwaxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JQtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpGZwHWRcJqlByRaLBqkgJiazz0mfK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNp+SDcFbfnmVNGtV76Jae7is1G/yOIpwAqdwDh5cQR3uoQE+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/ANuejrc=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="eSPtEKtIxUOMOTeSUbd5Z/aX2w8=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzW7Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zQHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRW8tUEeoTyaXqhlhTzgT1DTOcdhNFcRxy2gknt3O/80SVZlI8mGlCgxiPBIsYwcZKvnzMvNmgWnPrbg60SryC1KBAa1D96g8lSWMqDOFY657nJibIsDKMcDqr9FNNE0wmeER7lgocUx1k+bEzdGaVIYqksiUMytXfExmOtZ7Goe2MsRnrZW8u/uf1UhNdBxkTSWqoIItFUcqRkWj+ORoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMzadiQ/CWX14l7Ubdu6g37i9rzZsijjKcwCmcgwdX0IQ7aIEPBBg8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fwkWOpg==</latexit>

…

1

<latexit sha1_base64="7cTvqIOhandnjf1/0BFK2w7QV/U=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtgh6LXjy2YD+kXUs2zbahSXZJskJZ9ld48aCIV3+ON/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW0eJIrRFIh6pboA15UzSlmGG026sKBYBp51gcjvzO09UaRbJezONqS/wSLKQEWys9DB+TN1skDazQbniVt050CrxclKBHI1B+as/jEgiqDSEY617nhsbP8XKMMJpVuonmsaYTPCI9iyVWFDtp/ODM3RmlSEKI2VLGjRXf0+kWGg9FYHtFNiM9bI3E//zeokJr/2UyTgxVJLFojDhyERo9j0aMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orIGCtMjM2oZEPwll9eJe1a1buo1pqXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgBQQEPMMrvDnKeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH9atkG4=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="s+st4iM/5D8WPHbRsVd7fqwYGn4=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBotQNyWpgm6EohuXLdgHtDFMppNm6OThzKRQQv/EjQtF3Pon7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3Hi/hTCrL+jYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+gXl41JZxKghtkZjHouthSTmLaEsxxWk3ERSHHqcdb3Q38ztjKiSLowc1SagT4mHEfEaw0pJrmsGj5TbRDQrcZuXJtc5ds2xVrTnQKrFzUoYcDdf86g9ikoY0UoRjKXu2lSgnw0Ixwum01E8lTTAZ4SHtaRrhkEonm18+RWdaGSA/Froihebq74kMh1JOQk93hlgFctmbif95vVT5107GoiRVNCKLRX7KkYrRLAY0YIISxSeaYCKYvhWRAAtMlA6rpEOwl19eJe1a1b6o1pqX5fptHkcRTuAUKmDDFdThHhrQAgJjeIZXeDMy48V4Nz4WrQUjnzmGPzA+fwDb6JHb</latexit>

h0D = hD (d)

<latexit sha1_base64="GJeNHED6DvOheVsdXItgjzI56Yg=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBotQQUpSBV0W3bhRqtgHtCFMJpN26GQSZyZCCfVX3LhQxK0f4s6/cdJmoa0HBg7n3Ms9c7yYUaks69soLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+buXltGicCkhSMWia6HJGGUk5aiipFuLAgKPUY63ugy8zuPREga8Xs1jokTogGnAcVIack1y/0QqaEXpDd319UH1zr2jyauWbFq1hRwkdg5qYAcTdf86vsRTkLCFWZIyp5txcpJkVAUMzIp9RNJYoRHaEB6mnIUEumk0/ATeKgVHwaR0I8rOFV/b6QolHIcenoyiyrnvUz8z+slKjh3UsrjRBGOZ4eChEEVwawJ6FNBsGJjTRAWVGeFeIgEwkr3VdIl2PNfXiTtes0+qdVvTyuNi7yOItgHB6AKbHAGGuAKNEELYDAGz+AVvBlPxovxbnzMRgtGvlMGf2B8/gB7lZQB</latexit>
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Figure 1: The model architecture of the vanilla neural ranking model (NRM) and the context-dependent neural ranking model
(CNRM). NRM only uses the features of a candidate d given q 0 to compute its ranking score, while CNRM considers extra
context information encoded from the features corresponding to [q 0 , ..., qk ] and their associated clicked documents.

3.2

Vanilla Neural Ranking Model

We �rst describe a baseline method: the vanilla neural ranking
model (NRM) only uses the three available groups of ranking features of the current query-document (q-d) pair for ranking without
considering user search history. NRM �rst encodes each group of
features to the latent space, then aggregates the hidden vectors of
each group of features with a self-attention mechanism. At last, it
scores the q-d pair based on the aggregated representation. The
model architecture can be found in Figure 1. We will introduce each
component of the model next.
Feature Encoding. The three groups of email features have
di�erent scales; thus it is important to normalize and map them
to the same latent space to maximize the information the model
can learn. Discrete features, such as user type, query language, and
whether the email has be read, will be projected to hidden vectors
by referring to the corresponding embedding lookup tables. Continuous features such as email length and recency will be considered
as numerical input vectors directly. Speci�cally, take query-level
features for instance, discrete features FQD (q) will be mapped to
D
Q (q)

= [emb ( f 1 )T ; · · · ; emb ( f |F D (q) | )T ]T
Q

(1)

where [·; ·; ·] denotes the concatenation of a list of vectors, | · |
indicates the dimension of a vector, and emb ( f ) 2 Re⇥1 is the
embedding of feature f with dimension e. Then the concatenated
D 2 Rm⇥1 with matrix W D 2 Rm⇥|
vector is mapped to hQ
Q

where m is the dimension of the hidden

D,
vector hQ

D
hQ
(q) = tanh(WQD QD (q)).

D
Q (q) |

,

according to
(2)

Similarly, the continuous query-level features FQC (q) are mapped
C
m⇥ |F Q
(q) |

C 2 Rm⇥1 with matrix W C 2 R
to hQ
q
C
hQ
(q)

=

tanh(WQC QC (q))

, i.e.,

Then the two hidden vectors are concatenated as the representation
of query-level features of q, denoted as hQ (q) 2 R2m⇥1 , namely,
D
C
hQ (q) = [hQ
(q)T ; hQ
(q)T ]T

Likewise, the hidden vector corresponding to the document-level
D (d )T ; h C (d )T ]T 2
features F D (d ) can be obtained as h D (d ) = [h D
D
2m⇥1
R
following the same encoding paradigm but with di�erent
lookup tables for discrete features and mapping matrices in the
above equations.
Since all the q-d matching features FQ D (q, d ) are continuous
features, they are mapped to
C
C
hQ D (q, d ) = hQ
D (q, d ) = tanh(WQ D FQ D (q, d ))

(5)

where WQCD 2 R2m⇥|FQ D (q,d ) | . Note that the bias terms in all the
mapping functions throughout the paper are omitted for simplicity.
Feature Aggregation with Self-attention. To better balance
the importance of each group of features in the ranking process,
the hidden vectors corresponding to the query, document, and qd matching features are aggregated according to a self-attention
mechanism as follows. 5 They are �rst mapped to another vector
with Wa 2 R2m⇥2m :
oQ (q) = tanh(Wa hQ (q));

o D (d ) = tanh(Wa h D (d ));

(6)

oQ D (q, d ) = tanh(Wa hQ D (q, d ))
oQ (q), o D (d ), and oQ D (q, d ) are all in R2m⇥1 . Then the attention
weight of each component is computed based on softmax function
of its dot-product with itself and the other two components. The
new vector of each component is the weighted combination of the
input and average pooling is applied to the new vectors to obtain
the �nal vector. In concrete, the aggregated vector o(q, d ) 2 R2m⇥1
5 We

(3)

(4)

also tried to aggregate the vectors of the document and q-d matching features
using their attention weights with respect to the vector of the query features. However,
this way is not better than using self-attention so we do not include this in the paper.
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is computed according to
oc = [oQ (q); o D (d ); oQ D (q, d )]
Wat t n = softmax(oTc oc )

(7)

o(q, d ) = AvgPool(oc Wat t n )

Scoring Function. The score of document d given q is �nally
computed as:
N RM (q, d ) = Ws2 tanh(Ws1o(q, d ))

(8)

where Ws1 2 Rm⇥2m and Ws2 2 R 1⇥m .

3.3

Context-dependent Neural Ranking Model

A user’s historical search behaviors could help characterize the
user and provide a query-level context to the current query. We
propose a context-dependent neural ranking model (CNRM) to
extract a context vector based on the user’s search history and
scores a candidate document according to both its features given
the current query and the query context. We �rst introduce how
CNRM encodes a candidate document’s features and then show
how CNRM obtains the context vector and scores the candidate
document. The model architecture is shown in Figure 1.
Given the current query q 0 , for each d in the candidate set D,
CNRM obtains the �nal hidden vector o(q 0 , d ) from its initial three
groups of features following the same paradigm in Section 3.2.
Context Encoding. As shown in Figure 1, for each historical
query qi (1  i  k ), we obtain the hidden vector of its querylevel features, i.e., hQ (qi ) using the same encoding process as the
current query q 0 according to Equation (1), (2), and (3). Similarly,
for each document di in the relevant document set D i+ of qi , we
encode its document-level features and q-d matching features to
the latent space using the same mapping functions and parameters
that are used for the candidate document d given q 0 , which can be
denoted as h D (di ) and hQ D (qi , di ) respectively. Then the aggregated document-level and q-d matching vectors corresponding to
D i+ are computed as the projected average embeddings of each di
in D i+ :
h D (D i+ ) = tanh(Wd Avg({h D (di )|di 2 D i+ }))

hQ D (qi , D i+ ) = tanh(Wqd Avg({hQ D (qi , di )|di 2 D i+ })),

(9)

where Wd 2 R2m⇥2m and Wqd 2 R2m⇥2m . The overall vector
corresponding to qi , i.e., o(qi , D i+ ), is computed according to Equation (6) and (7) with h D (d ) and hQ D (q, d ) replaced by h D (D i+ ) and
hQ D (qi , D i+ ) respectively.
To produce a context vector for q 0 , we encode the sequence of
the overall vectors corresponding to each historical query and the
associated positive documents together with the hidden vector of
the query-level feature of q 0 with a transformer [33] architecture.
Speci�cally,
c (q 0 ) =Transformer(o(qk , D k+ ) + posEmb (k ), · · · ,
o(q 1 , D 1+ )

+ posEmb (1), hQ (q 0 ) + posEmb (0))

(10)

As in Figure 1, the output of Transformer [33] is the vector corresponding to q 0 in the �nal transformer layer, which acts as the
�nal context vector. 6 As such, the interaction between the current
6 We

do not introduce how Transformers work due to the space limitations. Please
refer to [33] for details.

query-level features and the historical behaviors can be captured
and used to better balance the importance of each search behavior
in the history.
Scoring Function. To allow each dimension of the encoded
features of a candidate d and the context vector interact su�ciently,
the �nal score of d given q 0 is computed by bilinear matching
between the aggregated vector of d and the encoded context:
CN RM (q 0 , d ) = o(q 0 , d )T Wb c (q 0 )

(11)

R2m⇥2m , o(q

where Wb 2
0 , d ) and c (q 0 ) are computed according
to Equation (4) and (10) respectively.

3.4

Model Optimization

We use the softmax cross-entropy list-wise loss [3] to train NRM and
CNRM. Speci�cally, the cross-entropy between the list of document
labels (d ) and the list of probabilities of each document obtained
with the softmax function applied on their ranking scores are used
as the loss function. For a query q with candidate set D, the ranking
loss Lr can be computed as:
X
exp(sr (d ))
Lr =
(d ) log P
(12)
0 ,
d 0 2D exp(sr (d ))
d 2D

where sr is a scoring function for N RM in Equation (8) or CN RM
and in Equation (11). However, the document label (d ) is extracted
based on user clicks and thus biased towards top documents since
users usually examine the results from top to bottom and decide
whether to click. To counteract the e�ect of position bias, better
balance the feature weights, and let context take a properer e�ect,
we train NRM and CNRM through unbiased learning. In contrast
to Web search, where there is one panel for organic results, email
search usually has two panels with several results ranked by relevance followed by results ranked by time. As stated in [10], allowing
duplicates in the two panels leads to better user satisfaction. So each
document d can have two positions in terms of the relevance and
time window respectively, denoted as posr (d ), post (d ). We adapt
the unbiased learning algorithm proposed by Ai et al. [4] to our
email search scenario. An examination model is built to estimate
the propensity of di�erent positions and adjust each document’s
weight in the ranking loss with inverse propensity weighting. Meanwhile, the ranking scores can adjust the document weights in the
examination loss by inverse relevance weighting as well [4]. We
will introduce the examination model and the collaborative model
optimization next.
Examination Model. Two lookup tables are created for relevance and time positions respectively. Let emb (posr (d )) 2 Rm⇥1
and emb (post (d )) 2 Rm⇥1 be the embeddings of relevance and time
positions, Wp1 2 Rm⇥2m and Wp2 2 R1⇥m be the mapping matrices. The score of d, i.e., se (d ), output by the examination model is
computed as:
hp1 (d ) = [emb (posr (d ))T ; emb (post (d )T ]T
se (d ) = Wp2 tanh(Wp1h 1 )

(13)

Collaborative Optimization. We follow the dual learning algorithm in [4] and use the softmax cross-entropy list-wise loss [3]
to train both the examination model and the ranking model. Let dr 1
be the document that is ranked to the �rst position in the relevance
panel, namely, posr (dr 1 ) = 1. Inverse propensity weighting based
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on the relative propensity compared with the �rst result is applied
to each document and adjust the �nal loss. Then Equation (12) can
be re�ned as:
exp(se (d ))
e (d ) = P
0
d 0 2D exp(s e (d ))
(14)
X
exp(sr (d ))
e (dr 1 )
Lr =
(d )
log P
0
e (d )
d 0 2D exp(sr (d ))
d 2D

Regularization terms in Equation (14) has been omitted for simplicity. Similarly, the loss of the examination model can be derived by
swapping sr and se in Equation (14). The training of the examination and ranking models depends on each other and both of them
are re�ned step by step until the models converge.

3.5

Incorporate Context to LambdaMart

It is hard to directly incorporate user behavior history into some
learning-to-rank (LTR) models, such as the state-of-the-art method
– LambdaMart [8], since it is grounded on various ready-to-use features and does not support learning features automatically during
training. To study whether user search history can characterize the
context of a query q and bene�t search quality for LambdaMart,
we investigate a method to incorporate the context vector encoded
from user search history, i.e., c (q) in Equation (10), to the LambdaMart model.
We �rst cluster the context vectors to n clusters with k-means
7 and obtain a one-hot vector of length n, denoted as cluster (q) 2
Rn⇥1 . The dimension of the corresponding cluster id of the context
has value 1 and the rest dimensions are all 0. To let the context
take more e�ect, instead of adding cluster (q) as features to a LambdaMart model directly, we bundle the document and q-d matching
features with the cluster (q). Speci�cally, we extract l most important features in the feature set [F D (d ); FQ D (q 0 , d )], denoted as
Fl (q, d ) 2 Rl ⇥1 , do Fl (q, d ) · cluster (q)T , �atten the yielded matrix
to a vector F f c of length l ⇤ n, and add F f c to LambdaMart as additional features. In our experiments, l is set to 3 and Fl (q, d ) includes
recency, email length, and the overall BM25 score computed with
multiple �elds (BM25f) [26].
We also tried other methods of incorporating the context into
LambdaMart, such as adding the context vector as 2m features
directly, adding the cluster id as a single feature, and adding n
features either with a one-hot vector according to the cluster id
or the probability of the context belonging to each cluster. These
approaches are worse than the method we propose so we do not
include the corresponding experimental results in the paper.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Data & Privacy Statement
We use search logs obtained from one of the world’s largest email
search engines to collect the data. To protect user privacy, the
raw text of their queries and documents cannot be accessed. Only
features extracted from speci�cally designed privacy-preserved
pipelines are available, as mentioned in Section 3. Each candidate
document has over 300 associated features. We randomly sampled
some users from two-week search logs and only kept the users who
7 Other

clustering methods can be used as well. We leave it as future work.

have issued more than 10 queries during this period. We observe
that over 10% of users satisfy this condition. To reduce the e�ect of
the uncommon users with too many queries, we �ltered out 90% of
the users who issued more than 20 queries. In this way, we obtained
hundreds of thousands of queries associated with the users in total.
There are about 30 candidate documents on average and at most 50
documents for each query, out of which about 3 documents have
positive labels on average. The labels are extracted based on users’
interaction with the documents, such as click, reply, forward, longdwell, etc., and there are �ve levels in total - bad, fair, good, excellent,
and perfect. At each level, the average number of documents given
a query is 26.91, 1.87, 0.03, 0.55, and 0.64, respectively.
Note that the dataset we produce has no user content, and it is
also anonymized and delinked from the end-user. Under the Enduser License Agreement (EULA), the dataset can be used to improve
the service quality.
Data Partition. To obtain data partitions consistent with real
scenarios, we ordered the queries by their search time and divided
the data to the training/validation/test set according to 0.8:0.1:0.1
in chronological order. Experiments on both neural models and
LambdaMart models are based on this data.
To see whether CNRM can generalize well to unseen users
and achieve better search quality based on numerical ranking features in their search history, we also partition the data according to users. Speci�cally, we randomly split all the users to training/validation/test according to 0.8:0.1:0.1 and put their associated
queries to the corresponding partitions. The users in each partition
do not overlap.

4.2

Evaluation

We conduct two types of evaluation to see whether users’ historical
behaviors bene�t search quality. Speci�cally, we compare NRM
to CNRM and the vanilla LambdaMart model to the LambdaMart
model with context added as additional features (as stated in Section 3.5). These comparisons are based on the data partitioned in
chronological order, which is consistent with real scenarios. Also,
we compare CNRM with NRM on data partitioned according to
users to show the ability of CNRM generalizing to unseen users.
When we conduct comparisons between neural models with and
without incorporating the context, we also include several other
baselines:
• BM25f: BM25f measures the relevance of an email. It computes the overall BM25 score of an email based on word
matching in its multiple �elds [12, 26].
• Recency: Recency ranks emails according to the time they
were created, which is the ranking criterion for the recency
panel of most email search engines.
• CLSTM: The Context-aware Long Short Term Memory model
(CLSTM) encodes the context of user behavior features with
LSTM [14] instead of Transformers [33]. In other words,
CLSTM replaces the Transformers in CNRM with LSTM.
Since top results matter more when users examine the emails
and our data has multi-grade labels, we use Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) at cuto� 3,5,10 as evaluation metrics.
Two-tailed student’s t-tests with p<0.05 are conducted to check
statistical signi�cance.
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4.3

Training Settings

We implemented the neural models with PyTorch 8 and trained each
neural model on a single NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU. All the neural
models were trained with 128 as batch size and for 10 epochs, within
which they can converge well. We set embedding size of discrete
features e = 10 (in Equation (1)) and the hidden dimension m in
Section 3 to 64. The performance does not improve with larger
embedding sizes so we only report results with m = 64. For the
Transformers in CNRM, we sweep the number of attention heads
from {1,2,4,8}, the transformer layers from 1 to 3, and the dimension
size of the feed-forward sub-layer from {128, 256, 512}. For the
CLSTM model, we tried layer numbers from 1 to 3. We set the
history length k to 10. We use Adam with 1 = 0.9, 2 = 0.999
to optimize the neural models. The learning rate is initially set to
0.002 and then warmed up over the �rst {2,000, 3,000, 4,000} steps,
following the paradigm in [33]. The coe�cient for regularization
Equation (14) is selected from {1e-5, 5e-5, 1e-6}.
We train the LambdaMart models using LightGBM 9 . We set the
number of trees to be 500, the number of leaves in each tree as 150,
the shrinkage rate as 0.3, the objective as LambdaRank, and the
rounds of early-stop based on the validation performance as 30.
We use default parameters for the other settings. The number of
clusters n is set to 10.

5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we �rst show the experimental results of neural
models, conduct ablation studies, and analyze what information the
context vector captures. Then we show the results of LambdaMart
models with the context information added and give some analysis
accordingly.
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Table 2: Comparisons between CNRM and the baselines on
the data partitioned according to time and users. The reported numbers are the improvements over NRM. ‘*’ and
‘†’ indicate statistically signi�cant improvements over NRM
and CLSTM respectively.
Partition
Time

Users

Method
BM25f
Recency
NRM
CLSTM
CNRM
BM25f
Recency
NRM
CLSTM
CNRM

NDCG@3
-51.55%
-38.32%
+0.00%
+1.29%*
+2.52%⇤†
-51.17%
-37.23%
+0.00%
+1.79%*
+2.22%⇤†

NDCG@5
-46.95%
-32.27%
+0.00%
+1.35%*
+2.89%⇤†
-46.61%
-31.58%
+0.00%
+2.15%*
+2.60%⇤†

NDCG@10
-41.37%
-26.69%
+0.00%
+1.51%*
+2.88%⇤†
-41.37%
-25.94%
+0.00%
+2.28%*
+2.75%⇤†

Table 3: Performance improvements of the variants of
CNRM over NRM. FQ , F D , and FQ D indicates the CNRM with
only query, document, and q-d matching features encoded.
* indicates statistically signi�cant di�erences with NRM.

Model
Full CNRM
with FQ
with F D
with FQ D
with F D &FQ D
w/o posEmb

NDCG@3
+2.52%*
+1.12%*
+1.71%*
+1.95%*
+2.14%*
+0.72%*

NDCG@5
+2.89%*
+1.19%*
+2.03%*
+2.25%*
+2.49%*
+0.99%*

NDCG@10
+2.88%*
+1.11%*
+2.17%*
+2.25%*
+2.56%*
+1.15%*

Neural Model Evaluation

Overall Performance. Table 2 shows that CNRM and CLSTM outperform NRM on both versions of data, i.e., partitioned according
to time or users. This indicates that encoding the ranking features
corresponding to users’ historical queries and positive documents
can bene�t the neural ranking model. This information improves
search quality not only for the future queries of the same user but
also for an unseen user’s queries given his/her previous queries.
CNRM has better performance than CLSTM, showing the superiority of Transformers over the recurrent neural networks, similar to
the observation in [33].
BM25f and Recency both have signi�cantly degraded performance compared to NRM. It is not surprising since they are used
together with other features in the neural models. Also, Recency
outperforms BM25f by a large margin. In contrast to Web search
where relevance usually matters the most, recency plays a more
crucial role than relevance in email search. This observation is consistent with the fact that recency has been the criterion for ranking
emails in traditional email search engines and the recency panel in
most current email search engines.
NRM has worse NDCG@3,5,10 but better NDCG@1 than the
vanilla LambdaMart model on both versions of data. We have not
included the performance of vanilla LambdaMart in Table 2 since
8 https://pytorch.org/

9 https://lightgbm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

Table 2 is for comparison between heuristic methods and neural
models. NRM has 6.65% better NDCG@1, while 7.99%, 8.90%, and
7.78% worse NDCG@3,5, and 10, than LambdaMart on the data
partitioned according to time. On the data partitioned according to
users, NRM has 7.40% better NDCG@1 but 5.02%, 5.42%, and 4.53%
worse NDCG@3,5,10 than vanilla LambdaMart. With the same
feature set, the advantages of LambdaMart, such as the gradient
boosting mechanism, the NDCG-aware loss function, and the ability
to handle continuous features, make it hard to beat by a neural
model.
Ablation Study. We conduct ablation studies on the data partitioned according to time by keeping only some groups of features
and remove the others when encoding the context to study their
contributions. In other words, we only use the query features FQ ,
the document features F D , the q-d matching features FQ D , or both
F D and FQ D corresponding to the historical queries and associated
positive documents during context encoding. The current query
features are also excluded during encoding (See Figure 1) so that the
di�erences between CNRM and NRM only come from the encoding
of certain groups of features. As shown in Table 3, each group of
feature alone has a contribution, among which q-d matching features contribute the most and query features contribute the least.
It is consistent with our intuition since query features indicate the
property of the query or the user while document and q-d matching
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user_type
consumer
commercial

(a) Context vectors encoded with F Q D w.r.t. user type

user_type
consumer
commercial

(b) Context vectors encoded with F D and F Q D w.r.t. user type

user_type
consumer
commercial

(c) Context vectors encoded with F D w.r.t. user type

(d) Context vectors encoded with F D w.r.t. cluster ID

Figure 2: 2-D visualization of context vectors in CNRM by t-SNE [32] with respect to user_type and cluster ID.
features carry the most critical information to determine whether
a document is a target or not, such as recency and relevance. Incorporating both F D and FQ D leads to better performance while still
worse than full CNRM with all the components.
We also remove the position embeddings before feeding the sequence to transformer layers to see whether the ordering of the
sequence matters. Results show that the performance will drop
signi�cantly without position embeddings, indicating that the ordering of users’ historical behaviors is important during encoding.
In addition, without unbiased learning, for both NRM and CNRM,
the performance will degrade by about 15% of the models using
unbiased learning. The improvement percentage of CNRM over
NRM is similar to the numbers shown in Table 3.
Context Vector Analysis. To see whether the context vector
c (q 0 ) (in Figure 1) captures some information that can di�erentiate
users, we try to visualize c (q 0 ) of each query in terms of a user type.
As we mentioned in Section 1, consumer and commercial users
have signi�cantly di�erent behavioral patterns. We want to check
whether the di�erences can be revealed when CNRM only encodes
document features (F D ), q-d matching features (FQ D ), or both of

them. Meanwhile, the query-features of the current query q 0 in
Figure 1 is replaced by a trainable vector of dimension 2m. This
ensures that all query features that include the user type (consumer
or commercial) are excluded during encoding and c (q 0 ) has not
seen the user type in advance.
Based on the data partitioned according to time, we use t-SNE
[32], which can reserve both the local and global structures of
the high-dimensional data well when mapping to low-dimensional
space as discussed in [32], to map c (q 0 ) to the 2-d plane. We randomly sample 10,000 queries and obtain their corresponding context
vectors with the same CNRMs that are evaluated in Table 3. Figure 2a, 2b, and 2c shows the 2-d visualization of context vectors
encoded with FQ D , both FQ D and F D , and F D in terms of user type
respectively.
We observe that by encoding FQ D /F D alone, c (q 0 ) can di�erentiate commercial and consumer users to some extent by putting most
of consumer users to the right/upper-left part of Figure 2a/2c. With
both F D and FQ D encoded, c (q 0 ) further pushes consumer users to
the right part of Figure 2b. These observations indicate that the context vectors of CNRM can di�erentiate consumer and commercial
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users by encoding the document and q-d matching features of their
positive historical documents. The two groups of features take a
decent e�ect individually to capture their di�erent behavioral patterns and are more discriminative when used together. It is worth
mentioning that the context vectors have captured information
beyond whether the user is a commercial or consumer user. This
can be veri�ed by the fact that the user type of the current query
(q 0 ) is already used in the candidate document for ranking and the
learned context still leads to signi�cantly better performance, as
shown in Section 5.1.

Table 4: Performance improvements of the LambdaMart
model with the context cluster information over the baseline version without context on the data partitioned according to time. * indicates statistically signi�cant di�erences.
Model
+ Context with F D
+ Context with FQ D
+ Context with F D &FQ D
+ Context from Full CNRM

LambdaMart Model Evaluation

In common practice, LambdaMart has been widely used to aggregate multiple features to serve online query requests due to its
state-of-the-art performance and high e�ciency. So it is very important to �nd out whether the context information learned in
CNRM can bene�t the LambdarMart model. The baseline LambdaMart model was trained with the same feature set mentioned
in Section 3. For any version of CNRM to be evaluated, the context vector for each query was extracted and put to one of the 10
clusters; the top 3 features (Recency, EmailLength, and BM25f) are
bundled with each cluster and added to LambdaMart as additional
features, as stated in Section 3.5. Then a new LambdarMart model
is trained and evaluated against the baseline version.
Overall Performance. Based on the data partitioned according
to time (See Section 4.1), the context information from four versions of CNRM is introduced to the LambdarMart model, which are
CNRM that only encodes document features (F D ), q-d matching
features (FQ D ), both F D and FQ D , and full information in the context, same as the settings in our ablation study in Section 5.1. We
did not include the context encoded with query features FQ alone
since user-level information such as user type is the same for all
user queries and contains less extra information than F D and FQ D .
Since the clustering process forces the representations to degrade
from dense to discrete, much information could be lost. In addition,
query-level features usually take less e�ect than document-level or
q-d matching features since they are the same for all the candidate
documents under a query. Thus, it is challenging to make the query
context work e�ectively in the LambdaMart model. Nevertheless,
as shown in Table 4, the context learned from CNRM that encodes
F D alone leads to signi�cantly better performance than the baseline
LambdaMart model, which is also the best performance among all.
From Table 4, we observe that the improvements each method
obtains in the LambdaMart model do not follow the same trends
of their improvements over the baseline NRM shown in Table 3.
This is not surprising since the clustering process could lose some
information and the condensed query cluster information may have
uncertain overlap with existing user properties such as user type
and mailbox locale, which already take e�ect in LambdaMart.
Feature Weight Analysis. In the LambdaMart models, the top
3 features with the most feature weight are Recency, BM25f, and
EmailLength, which occupy about 24%, 5%, and 4% of the total
feature weights. These features could play a di�erent role in terms of
di�erent query clusters. To compare the weights of these 3 features
when bundled with each cluster, we plot the feature weights of
the LambdaMart model that has signi�cant improvements over the

Recency

NDCG@3
+0.60%*
+0.34%
+0.33%
+0.37%
BM25f

NDCG@5
+0.49%*
+0.35%
+0.41%
+0.20%

NDCG@10
+0.56%*
+0.28%
+0.30%
+0.18%

EmailLength

0.008
0.007
Feature Weight Proportion
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Figure 3: Feature weights of the added features (Recency,
EmailLength, and BM25f) in the LambdaMart model that
uses context encoded with F D in terms of cluster ID.
baseline, which is incorporating the context encoded with F D alone,
in Figure 3. Cluster 6 has the most overall feature weights and has
a signi�cantly di�erent feature weight distribution than the other
clusters. Queries in Cluster 6 emphasize email length the most and
recency the least, which indicates that this cluster requires di�erent
matching patterns from the global distribution. As shown in Figure
2d, Cluster 6 is located in the lower-right corner of the �gure, which
has a little gap with the other points. This may also indicate that
Cluster 6 is quite di�erent from the other clusters.
User Distribution w.r.t. Their Query Clusters. In this part,
we study how users are distributed in terms of the clusters their
queries belong to. We aim to answer the following question: do the
query contexts associated with the same user concentrate or scatter
in the latent space? We use two criteria to analyze the corresponding
user distribution: (1) the number of unique clusters a user’s queries
belong to, (2) the entropy of the cluster distribution of queries
associated with a user. The entropy criterion di�erentiates query
counts in each cluster while the cluster count criterion does not.
Then we divide the possible values of cluster count and entropy
into 10 bins and put users into each bin to see the distribution.
Figure 4 shows the user distribution in percentage regarding the
two criteria using the CNRM that only encodes F D in the context.
We have not observed any pronounced patterns from the user
distribution. The two resulting distributions are similar. Most users
have 4 or 5 query clusters (Bin 3 or 4) and fall into Bin 5 or 6 in terms
of entropy. Most users do not have concentrated query clusters,
indicating that user queries could have dynamic context along with
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Figure 4: The distribution of users when we put each user to
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queries belongs to and the entropy of the user’s query cluster distribution.

time. This makes sense since the context learned in CNRM is related
to not only the users’ static properties but also their issued queries
that could be diversi�ed. We leave the study of extracting users’
static properties and the e�ect of the user cluster information as
our future work.

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents the �rst comprehensive work to improve the
email search quality based on ranking features in the user search
history. We investigate this problem on both neural models and
the state-of-the-art learning-to-rank model - LambdaMart [8]. We
leverage the ranking features of users’ historical queries and the
corresponding positive emails to characterize the users and propose
a context-dependent neural ranking model (CNRM) that encodes
the sequence of the ranking features with a transformer architecture.
For the LambdaMart model, we cluster the query context vectors
obtained from CNRM and incorporate the cluster information into
LambdaMart. Based on the dataset constructed from the search log
of one of the world’s largest email search engines, we show that
for both neural models and the LambdaMart model, incorporating
this query context could improve the search quality signi�cantly.
As a next step, we would like to investigate using another optimization goal in addition to the current ranking optimization to
enhance the neural ranker, which is di�erentiating the query from
the same user and the other users given the query context encoded
from a user’s search history. We are also interested in studying how
to incorporate the query context into LambdaMart more e�ectively,
such as investigating other clustering methods including neural
end-to-end clustering approaches and incorporating the context information di�erently. As mentioned earlier, extracting users’ static
properties and use them as query context is another interesting
direction.
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